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Moving the current linear economy toward circularity is expected to have environmental,

economic, and social impacts. Various modeling methods, including economic

input-output modeling, life cycle assessment, agent-based modeling, and system

dynamics, have been used to examine circular supply chains and analyze their impacts.

This work describes the newly developed Circular Economy Lifecycle Assessment and

Visualization (CELAVI) framework, which is designed to model how the impacts of supply

chains might change as circularity increases. We first establish the framework with a

discussion of modeling capabilities that are needed to capture circularity transitions;

these capabilities are based on the fact that supply chains moving toward circularity are

dynamic and therefore not at steady state, may encompass multiple industrial sectors

or other interdependent supply chains and occupy a large spatial area. To demonstrate

the capabilities of CELAVI, we present a case study on end-of-life wind turbine blades in

the U.S. state of Texas. Our findings show that depending on exact process costs and

transportation distances, mechanical recycling could lead to 69% or more of end-of-life

turbine blade mass being kept in circulation rather than being landfilled, with only a 7.1%

increase in global warming potential over the linear supply chain. We discuss next steps

for framework development.

Keywords: circular economy, discrete event simulation, life cycle assessment, material flow modeling, multiscale

modeling

INTRODUCTION

Interest in transitioning from our current linear economy to a circular economy (McDowall et al.,
2017; Winans et al., 2017) has created the need for modeling, analysis, and decision support tools
that can inform this transition. Making decisions about whether and how to keep products and
materials in circulation requires an understanding of current and future demand, the state of
technologies that enable circularity, and economic and environmental impacts, among many other
factors (Moraga et al., 2019). A transition toward circularity, or circularity transition may lead to
positive economic and environmental changes (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013) but is not
guaranteed to do so (Cheng et al., 2019). Moreover, positive changes that do result are unlikely
to be distributed equally across economic sectors and geographic regions (Wiebe et al., 2019;
Aguilar-Hernandez et al., 2021). Circularity decisions can be informed by modeling and analysis
that assess the impacts of increasing circularity and project these impacts across regions and into
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the future. Anticipating and accounting for potential negative
impacts—environmental, economic, social, and others—in the
decision-making processes that drive circularity transitions will
decrease the likelihood of unintended consequences and provide
amore complete picture of circularity transition impacts (Corona
et al., 2019; Helander et al., 2019). We posit that a circularity
transition represents a fundamental, systemic, dynamic shift
in supply chain and economic structure, and that adequately
modeling and assessing the impacts of a circularity transition in
order to inform related decisions therefore requires capabilities
beyond what any single previously developed method offers
(Walzberg et al., 2021).

A wide variety of modeling methodologies have to date
been applied to circular economy studies. Figure 1 compares
the capabilities of modeling methods that have previously been
applied to the circular economy (blue ovals) to the modeling
framework developed in the current work (orange rectangles)
and to the expected demands of circularity transition modeling
(crosshatched areas).

Assessment-oriented methods such as attributional life cycle
assessment (LCA) have been used to evaluate the environmental
impacts of a circular system and compare the impacts to those
of an analogous linear system (Chen and Huang, 2019; Donati
et al., 2020; Peña et al., 2021). Within the structure of a standard
LCA, circularity transitions cannot be modeled endogenously:
the system being assessed must either already have some degree
of circularity, or the various technological and economic shifts
involved in the circularity transition must be specified a priori.
Attributional LCA must be integrated with a dynamic model,
such as an agent-based model (ABM) (Micolier et al., 2019), to
avoid analyzing a pre-determined circular system.

Consequential LCA, in contrast, is a method for capturing
how environmental impacts change as a result of economic
shifts in the life cycle (Earles and Halog, 2011). Consequential
LCA models that rely on computable general equilibrium (CGE)
models (Yang and Heijungs, 2018) are able to capture systemic
changes in a life cycle, but are limited by a fundamental
assumption of CGE models: namely, that the economy always
returns to a steady-state equilibrium. A circularity transition
may eventually lead to a new steady state for an economy;
however, assuming that this new steady state can be reached
within the time period modeled may exclude longer-term shifts
and resulting impacts.

A second limitation of CGE models, used within
consequential LCA or as standalone models, is that they
generally represent on the order of dozens of economic
sectors. This allows for extremely large-scale economic
systems—multi-national or global—to be captured, but
with highly aggregated representations of individual economic
sectors (Scrieciu, 2007; Winning et al., 2017; Cao et al.,
2019). Circularity transitions will require shifts in industrial
technologies both within and between economic sectors,
which in turn requires finely resolved technology models.
The level of aggregation of CGE models thus limits their
utility for analyzing systems during a circularity transition.
Partial equilibrium (PE) models, which capture a sub-set
of economic sectors in greater detail than CGE models,
offer less aggregation than CGE along with a much

FIGURE 1 | Summary of the scope (A,C) and capability (B) requirements for

modeling circular economy transitions, building on an analysis of circularity

methods in Walzberg et al. (2021). Capabilities of existing modeling methods

are shown in blue ovals, while CELAVI capabilities are indicated with

orange rectangles.
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smaller scope (Zink et al., 2016), which risks excluding
externalities that are generated outside the sectors within the
PE model.

Attributional LCA, consequential LCA, CGE, and PE models
all offer static or limited dynamic system representations and
assume steady-state or a return to steady-state following an
exogenous shock. Dynamic, non-steady-state models such as
system dynamics (SD) models and dynamic material flow
analysis (MFA) models avoid these pitfalls but come with a
limited scope that does not capture system-wide externalities.
Dynamic MFAmodels can capture circular material flow systems
in great detail for a small number of materials (Pivnenko
et al., 2016), but generally do not extend to the quantification
of environmental and other externalities. SD models are not
restricted to material flow modeling but similarly do not extend
to externality quantification (Alamerew and Brissaud, 2020; Gao
et al., 2020).

In this work, we develop the Circular Economy Lifecycle
Assessment and Visualization (CELAVI) framework for assessing
how externalities are impacted as supply chains transition from
linearity toward circularity, and for supporting stakeholder
decisions around circularity transitions. To meet the demands
of modeling circularity transitions, CELAVI hybridizes a discrete
event simulation (DES) and life cycle assessment (LCA)
model into a dynamic and flexible multiscale framework. The
framework’s initial focus is on renewable energy power systems
and materials, but the intent is to develop a flexible and modular
approach that can be used in other applications as well. CELAVI
represents the technological and economic changes involved in
a linear-to-circular transition along with the associated societal
and environmental externalities. It captures supply chains using
detailed, dynamic models of production, use, and circular
pathways that are linked to background life cycle processes,
which may be dynamic or static. Learning-by-doing effects are
incorporated into the framework to model changes in technology
costs over time. CELAVI results could inform questions such
as what level of circularity could be reached with investment
in new circularity technologies? How much technological
learning needs to occur before circularity technologies reach
cost parity with linear technologies? How does increasing
circularity change the environmental impacts of renewable
energy technologies? Our intended audience for CELAVI
includes governing bodies, corporations, and non-governmental
organizations at multiple levels that are working toward a
circular economy.

In the remainder of this work, we first list and justify a
set of requirements for modeling circularity transitions and
the associated externalities. We present the CELAVI framework
and discuss how it meets the requirements for modeling
circularity transitions. We present a case study that applies
the CELAVI framework to the wind turbine blade supply
chain in the U.S. state of Texas. We explore how this supply
chain might transition toward circularity and how the supply
chain’s environmental externalities change as a result of the
transition. We conclude by discussing findings from the case
study, limitations of the current analysis, and next steps for
CELAVI development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Circularity Transition Modeling
Requirements
In Table 1, established modeling methods that have been applied
to circular economy modeling are summarized and compared
to a set of circularity transition modeling requirements, which
are further elaborated in this section. Figure 2 illustrates a set
of supply chain steps, processing technologies, and practices that
could be involved in a renewable energy technology supply chain
undergoing a circularity transition. Around the outside of the
main circle are the steps involved in a linear supply chain, and
the arrows in the center of the circle indicate how circularity
technologies and practices can keep technologies and materials
in use, thereby reducing materials lost as waste. A circularity
transition model must be able to represent linear supply chains
as well as supply chains with varying degrees and types of
circularity (i.e., open-loop or closed-loop), and must capture
the implementation of circularity technologies and practices
over time.

Ability to Incorporate Uncertainty
Uncertainty is an inherent part of modeling circularity
transitions, which necessarily requires projecting data,
information, and models forward in time from the present.
Circularity transition models must be able to incorporate
probability distributions and different forms of uncertainty
information on model parameters and assumptions, and on
physical, economic, and environmental input data (McCarthy
et al., 2018).

Ability to Represent Stakeholder Decisions
Circularity transitions will occur as a result of decisions made by
interested stakeholders, including the owners and operators of
recycling facilities; corporations seeking to manage their waste
streams; government agencies at the local, state, and federal
levels; and others. Modeling a circularity transition thus requires
modeling the decision-making processes of these stakeholders,
including the criteria used to make decisions, and linking the
results of stakeholder decisions to changes in supply chain
structure (Woltjer, 2018).

Ability to Represent System Nonlinearities
A circularity transition will require modeling process costs,
detailed production functions (relationships between process
inputs and outputs) for the technologies involved, production
capacity expansion, and other inherently nonlinear supply chain
aspects. Linear models such as economic input-output and
process-based life cycle assessment are widely used to model
steady-state systems with linear relationships between system
inputs and outputs, but must be integrated with other model
types to include system nonlinearities. Life cycle and economic
input-output models have been integrated with more flexible
models such as discrete event simulations (DES) (Charnley et al.,
2019), agent-basedmodeling (ABM) (Tesfatsion Leigh, 2006;Wu
et al., 2017), and system dynamics (SD) (Gao et al., 2020) to bring
together nonlinear capabilities and the broader life cycle scope.
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TABLE 1 | Gap analysis of methods previously applied to circular economy modeling.

Circularity transition modeling

requirements

Process-based

life cycle

assessment

Partial

equilbrium

Computable

general

equilibrium

Environmentally

extended

input-output

Agent-

based

System

dynamics

Dynamic

material flow

analysis

Integrated

assessment

Capabilities Ability to incorporate uncertainty

Ability to represent stakeholder

decisions

Ability to represent system

nonlinearities

Ability to represent regionally and

temporally resolved

environmental (and other)

externalities

Ability to expand system

boundary to include impacted

systems

Resolution Spatial: U.S.-state-level or finer

Technological: single technology

Temporal: dynamic, but not

necessarily continuous

Scope Economic: at least national

Spatial: at least national

Temporal: multiyear

Method rarely or never satisfies requirement.

Method partially satisfies requirement.

Method fully satisfies requirement.

Ability to Represent Environmental and Other

Externalities
Part of the motivation for developing a circular economy is
to realize environmental, social, economic, and other benefits.
A circularity transition modeling framework should be able
to quantify such externalities at the largest scale and finest
resolution relevant to stakeholders. This requirement depends
on incorporating spatial and temporal resolution into the model
as well as keeping the model scope sufficiently broad to capture
externalities at the life cycle or economy scale. By quantifying
these externalities and how they depend on time and on region,
insight can be gained into how the benefits or disbenefits
of circularity are distributed, and whether the benefits are
comparable to or outweigh the disbenefits. A single model is
unlikely to be able to capture both the fine resolution and broad
scope required (Palatnik and Roson, 2012), which indicates that
either a multi-scale or a hybridized (i.e., hard-linked or soft-
linked) modeling approach may be required.

Ability to Expand in Scope
Though our discussion in this section focuses on modeling
circularity transitions within one supply chain, ideally a
circularity transition modeling framework would be scalable to
multiple interdependent supply chains across several industrial
sectors. Limiting the framework to a single supply chain would
make it difficult to assess situations where a product or its
components can be recycled, reused, or remanufactured outside
the originating supply chain or industrial sector—for instance,
automotive aluminum that is used in household furniture. We

expect intersectoral exchanges of secondary materials to be
part of a functioning circular economy, and thus the modeling
framework should be able to scale to capture multiple supply
chains and their material exchanges.

Spatial Resolution: U.S.-State-Level or Better
Supply chain circularity transitions are likely to have
geographically wide-ranging yet unequally distributed effects.
Industries involved in end-of-life (EOL) material collection,
processing, and transportation will see an increase in activity, and
the extraction and raw (virgin) material processing industries
will see a decrease (Wiebe et al., 2019). Such shifts in activities
will occur not only between industrial sectors, but also between
geographic regions: areas with high concentrations of extractive
industries will see decreased activity, and as EOL industries
expand production capacity, activity will be added to regions
where those industries choose to establish facilities. Capturing
these activities at a spatial resolution equivalent to a U.S. state
or a finer will allow insight into when these activity shifts are
occurring and the impacts of such shifts.

Technological Resolution: Single Technology
A circular supply chain is likely to require a greater variety of
processing technologies than the analogous linear supply chain.
New (relative to the linear supply chain) technologies will be
required for keeping EOL materials and products in use and
for processing EOL materials into new products. A circularity
transition model should therefore be able to represent individual
processing technologies, the associated costs, and any changes in
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FIGURE 2 | Circular supply chains such as the renewable energy power plant supply chain shown here involve both linear supply chain stages (around the outside of

the gray circle) and additional circularity-enabling stages (arrows inside the gray circle). Modeling a circularity transition requires being able to capture fundamental

changes in supply chain structure, processing costs, environmental externalities, and other characteristics over time.

these technologies and costs that occur over time or in response
to other factors in the supply chain. This enables stakeholders
to compare circularity-enabling technologies and decide how,
when, and to what extent to implement these technologies.

Temporal Resolution: Dynamic
A circularity transition can only take place over a period of
time, possibly many years. During that time, stakeholders within
the transitioning supply chain or system will evaluate and
re-evaluate their decisions, and adjust future decisions based
on observed outcomes. Modeling a circularity transition thus
requires a dynamic model of the system, its characteristics (such
as relative costs), and its externalities, in which decisions about
circularity are modeled endogenously based on the system’s

characteristics and externalities rather than defined a priori.
Creating “snapshots” of a linear supply chain and a hypothetical
circular supply chain and comparing them is insufficient, because
such a comparison provides insight into neither the decisions
that must be made while circularity is developing nor the various
paths a supply chain may take (e.g., implementing different EOL
technologies, involving different sectors in circularity, or making
different product design choices).

Though a circularity transition modeling framework should
be dynamic, it need not be continuous. Methods such as SD,
ABM, and discrete event simulation (DES) capture complex
dynamic processes using sets of equations that are solved
at discrete time steps rather than continuous functions. The
temporal resolution of a dynamic, discretized model can also
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be set to reflect the speed at which decisions are made and
systems evolve. For instance, decisions about circularity within
an organization may be made on a semiannual or annual basis,
which would slow a circularity transition more than a continuous
model in which circularity decisions happen constantly.

Economic Scope: At Least National and Spatial

Scope: At Least National
Most linear supply chains are regional, national, or global in
scope, and high-volume supply chains can have wide-ranging
economic impacts. Circular supply chains will by necessity
involve increased connections between industries and potentially
entirely new industries, thus it is likely that a transition toward
circularity will increase rather than decrease the economic and
spatial scope of a supply chain. A circularity transition model
should be at least national in scope: a smaller scope risks
excluding critical economic, environmental, and other aspects of
the supply chain. While a larger (global, for instance) scope may
be desirable, the ability to capture broader supply chain impacts
must be balanced with data quality and aggregation issues, which
may become more common as the model scope expands to be
multinational or global.

Temporal Scope: Multiyear
Transitioning an established linear supply chain to circularity
is likely to require developing and deploying new technologies,
developing new sources of raw materials, and finding uses and
markets for EOL materials. These transitions will take multiple
years to decades to take effect, and a circularity transition
model should therefore be not only be dynamic but also have
a sufficiently large temporal scope to capture the time scale of
circularity transitions.

Circular Economy Lifecycle Assessment
and Visualization (CELAVI) Framework
To meet the demands of modeling circularity transitions and the
resulting environmental externalities, the CELAVI framework
currently consists of a discrete event simulation (DES) soft-linked
with a life cycle assessment (LCA) model, both of which are
implemented in the Python programming language. Figure 3 is
a diagram of the CELAVI framework, showing the input datasets
and in which part of the model they are used, the information
flow from the DES to the LCA model, and the different types of
outputs from the framework.

Inputs to the Discrete Event Simulation
Technology installation projections quantify the required
production and installation levels of renewable energy
technologies over time. For the case study presented in this
work, the technology installation projections quantify the
number and average capacity of new wind turbines expected
to be installed annually in the U.S. state of Texas for the
years 2000–2050. The installation projections also include
information on average turbine blade mass and foundation mass,
to allow for the quantification of the materials used in these
technology components.

Cost models quantify processing, transportation,
maintenance, and other costs as they change with time and
with other factors. Examples include landfill tipping fees,
recycling costs, and shipping costs. CELAVI can incorporate
cost models in a variety of forms to allow for costs that change
with factors other than time, such as cumulative production for
industrial learning-by-doing.

Transportation distances between supply chain locations are
used to calculate costs and environmental impacts associated
with material transportation.

Foreground LCI data consists of the material and energy
inputs required by each process in the supply chain model
per material unit (such as per metric ton or per technology
component) processed. This data is combined withmaterial flows
modeled by the DES to calculate total inputs required by the
supply chain over time, which is then used in the LCA model to
calculate supply chain environmental impacts.

Discrete Event Simulation
The DES uses the Python package SimPy 4.0.1 (Lunsdorf and
Scherfke, 2020) to construct a dynamic supply chain model at
the level of individual technology components (wind turbine
blades and foundations, in the case study). Events in the DES
consist of transitions that move components between states,
such as “in use,” “recycled,” and “landfilled.” These transition
events occur independently for each technology component
as the components enter the use phase, reach the end of
their lifetime, and are subsequently processed through EOL
steps. The time at which components enter the use phase is
determined by the technology installation projection input data,
which quantifies the number of new technology components
required at each timestep of the DES. Component lifetimes as
modeled in the DES may be fixed and deterministic, such that
every component spends the same amount of time “in use,” or
may incorporate uncertainty in the lifetimes using a Weibull
probability distribution, which is commonly used to represent
the time-to-failure of products (see Pham and Lai, 2007 for a
brief overview of theWeibull distribution and its use in modeling
time-to-failure). The Weibull distribution parameters must be
calibrated according to historical component lifetime data or, for
technologies that have not been widely deployed, according to the
best estimates of subject matter experts.

When a component reaches the end of its lifetime, an EOL
pathway choice model within the DES is used to determine which
of several possible transitions will occur for that component.
The pathway choice model calculates total pathway costs and
selects the lowest-cost pathway to be implemented for the
component in question. Cost is used as the decision criterion
because it is one of the key barriers to implementing circularity
technologies in practice, along with risk aversion within industry
and a lack of policy support (Ritzén and Sandström, 2017;
Kirchherr et al., 2018). At least in the early stages of circularity
transitions, stakeholders are more likely to implement low-
cost circularity technologies than higher cost (and therefore
riskier) technologies. Future CELAVI development will enhance
the pathway choice model with additional criteria, particularly
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FIGURE 3 | The CELAVI framework integrates a discrete event simulation with a life cycle assessment model to model supply chain structures as they transition

toward circularity, end-of-life pathway costs, circularity metrics, and environmental externalities such as global warming potential.

pathway environmental impacts, which is discussed further in the
Next Steps section.

Depending on the pathway selected, the component may
transition out of the supply chain by being landfilled or otherwise
disposed of, or it may transition to an EOL processing stage
that converts the component into material with one or more
subsequent uses. As the component and its materials transition
through EOL processing stages, it can either return to the in use
stage or exit the supply chain, which is interpreted as the material
entering the use phase in another supply chain outside the scope
of the model.

Component inventories within each supply chain stage are
tracked over time within the DES to determine which, if any,
circular pathways are implemented within the supply chain.
These component inventories at each supply chain stage are then
used to scale life cycle inventory (LCI) data and calculate material
and energy inputs required by each process involved in the
supply chain. This information is then passed to the LCA model,
as discussed in the next section. The component inventories
are also used to calculate circularity metrics that quantify the
degree of circularity within the supply chain as it changes
over time.

Life Cycle Assessment
Data passed from the DES model component to the LCA
model consists of material and energy requirements at each DES
timestep and for each active supply chain stage, including virgin
material extraction, all EOL and circularity-enabling processes,
final waste disposal, and transportation. This data forms a
dynamic foreground LCI, which is combined with the publicly-
available U.S. Life Cycle Inventory (U.S. LCI) database (US Life
Cycle Inventory Database, 2012) of background processes to
capture the full cradle-to-grave system associated with the supply
chain under study.

We incorporated a dynamic electricity grid mix into the
background LCI, rather than using the static grid mixes that
are packaged with the U.S. LCI, to ensure that environmental
externalities from electricity use reflect the changing U.S.
electricity grid as we model supply chains forward in time.
We obtained grid mix projections from the Regional Energy
Deployment System (ReEDS) model, which chooses the lowest-
cost grid mixes to meet national electricity demand under a
variety of scenarios (Brown et al., 2020). Specifically, the grid
mix used in CELAVI’s LCA model follow the mid-case standard
scenario of the ReEDS model (Cole et al., 2019), which uses
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moderate assumptions about the speed of renewable electricity
deployment and the retirement of fossil generation capacity.

The U.S. LCI contains data for several hundred environmental
pollutants. Environmental externalities are calculated from
pollutant quantities using the Tool for the Reduction and
Assessment of Chemical and Other Environmental Impacts
(TRACI) 2.1 methodology (Ryberg et al., 2014). The TRACI
methodology includes a variety of midpoint indicators such as
global warming potential (GWP), criteria air pollutants, and
fossil fuel depletion.

Outputs
The supply chain structure modeled by the DES is quantified
with mass flows over time between the various supply chain
stages. From these mass flows, which include material sent to
landfill and virgin material that enters the supply chain, a variety
of circularity metrics can be calculated. The metrics currently
implemented are percent outflow circularity and percent inflow
circularity (Circular Transition Indicators V1.0 - Metrics for
Business, 2020). A wide variety of additional circularity metrics
have been developed in the literature (Saidani et al., 2019) and
could be implemented in a post-processing stage, if additional
circularity metrics are of interest for a particular case study.

CELAVI outputs also include EOL pathway costs,
disaggregated by individual supply chain stage (such as
transportation, recycling, or other processing steps). The costs
are calculated and used within the pathway choice model in the
DES and provide insight into the drivers behind a supply chain
transitioning toward circularity or remaining linear.

Finally, the LCA model returns the TRACI 2.1 set of
midpoint environmental impact indicators. The indicators are
disaggregated by DES timestep and are attributed to individual
processes within the supply chain.

Case Study Scope, Data, and Key
Assumptions
We demonstrate the capabilities of CELAVI with a case study of
strategies to increase the circularity of materials used in the wind
turbine blade and foundation supply chain. Existing strategies for
increasing circularity in this supply chain include repowering,
component lifetime extension through enhanced repair and
maintenance, novel production technologies that lower barriers
to keeping materials in use at EOL, material substitution, and
EOL technologies that process turbine components intomaterials
suitable for reuse, among others. In this case study we focus
on EOL technologies and the associated options for keeping
materials in circulation. Lifetime extension, novel production
technologies, and material substitutions are additional strategies
that will be considered in future case studies.

Technologies for processing EOL turbine blades into market-
ready materials and products exist, but most such technologies
remain in lab-scale or pilot-scale development and very few have
been commercialized in the United States (Correia et al., 2011;
Schmid et al., 2020). The current lack of commercial-scale EOL
options has led to turbine blades being landfilled, incinerated
(Ramirez-Tejeda et al., 2017), reused in structural applications
(Bank et al., 2018; Gentry et al., 2020), and occasionally stored

intact at wind power plants (Martin, 2020). Increasing material
circularity in the wind turbine blade supply chain thus requires
identifying technologically, economically, and environmentally
viable EOL technologies that can convert wind turbine blades
into materials or products that remain in use, either within the
wind turbine supply chain or other supply chains. For this case
study, we model the net costs of blade EOL pathways and assume
the lowest net cost pathway will be the one implemented.

As of 2020, commercial recycling technologies exist for
approximately 85% by mass of the materials used in wind
turbines in the United States. Blade materials, particularly the
glass and carbon fiber reinforced polymers that form the bulk
of blade materials, are the exception (Razdan and Garrett, 2019;
Vestas - Sustainability Report, 2019). Many of the wind turbine
blades in use as of 2020 are made from glass fiber reinforced
polymer (GFRP), whereas newer and future turbine blades are
more likely to be made from carbon fiber reinforced polymer
(Hao et al., 2020; Wood, 2020) or from thermoplastic composite
(Murray et al., 2019, 2021). For this analysis, we focus on GFRP
because it is the more widely used polymer in most current wind
turbines and will therefore be the material of greatest interest for
wind turbines that are retired over the next 30 years. Beyond that
time frame, carbon fiber reinforced polymer and thermoplastic
composites may becomemore prominent, but we do not examine
these novel blades in detail in this case study.

Recycling technologies for GFRP exist, but most of them
remain at the prepilot stage and are far from commercialization
(Ierides and Reiland, 2019; Karuppannan Gopalraj and Kärki,
2020). Some reuse and remanufacturing applications exist
outside the turbine supply chain, but such options are likewise
in a nascent state and are insufficiently widespread to absorb a
significant number of EOL blades (Gignac, 2020). In this case
study, we examine how wind turbine blade materials can be kept
in use following EOL with two circularity options for GFRP that
exist at the commercial scale in the U.S.: mechanical recycling
and cement co-processing (Coughlin et al., 2020; Gheorghiu,
2020).

Mechanical recycling and cement co-processing are
synergistic in that to use GFRP recyclate in cement co-
processing, the material must first go through the coarse
grinding phase of the mechanical recycling process. GFRP
recyclate, the product of the combined coarse and fine
grinding processes of mechanical recycling, can also be
sold commercially as a raw material (Coughlin et al., 2020).
Because of changes in the glass fiber structural properties
that occur during mechanical recycling, the recyclate
cannot be used either to manufacture new turbine blades
or in other applications that have strict requirements on
material properties (Pickering, 2006). The EOL options
for turbine blades we include in this analysis are therefore
“downcycling” options, in which material is kept in circulation
but material value is not maintained (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2013). Though maintaining or increasing
material value would be preferable to downcycling (European
Commission, 2015), at this time no EOL processing options
exist that could maintain the value of the GFRP in wind
turbine blades.
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FIGURE 4 | We consider a supply chain consisting of GFRP wind turbine blades and turbine foundations. EOL turbine blades may be either landfilled or mechanically

recycled to clinker used in cement production or to a raw material sold outside the wind turbine supply chain.

In cement co-processing, coarse-ground turbine blade
material is used to replace a portion of the sand and gravel
input and solid fuel (coal) used to produce clinker, which is
a key component in cement (Coughlin et al., 2020). Cement
co-processing has been implemented at a commercial scale
in Europe (Nagle et al., 2020) and, in 2020, General Electric
and Veolia announced a cement co-processing blade recycling
program in the United States (Gheorghiu, 2020). It requires
minimal to no adjustments to existing cement kiln technology,
and has a significant capacity for absorbing blade materials
(Coughlin et al., 2020) because of the consistently high demand
for cement in the United States (Hatfield and Williams, 2020).
Though this option converts the high-value GFRP material to a
much lower value material, it also has a lower processing cost
relative to other recycling technologies (Schmid et al., 2020).

To estimate how increased blade circularity affects the
wind turbine supply chain and its associated environmental
impacts, we assume cement produced from co-processing with
blade recyclate is used to build new turbine foundations, thus
displacing virgin clinker used in the turbine supply chain. On
decommissioning, the lower portion of turbine foundations is
left in place and the removed material is landfilled; because
this is the only modeled option for foundations at EOL,
we exclude EOL processing for turbine foundations from the
scope of this case study. Due to a lack of information around
downstream processing steps required to convert finely ground
GFRP recyclate into a product for which displacement can be
calculated, the downstream use of recyclate is also excluded from
the scope. The overall supply chain considered in this analysis is
shown in Figure 4, and the scope is summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2 | Summary of case study scope.

Scope

Geographic Texas, United States

Temporal 2000–2050

Renewable energy technology On-shore wind turbines

Blades

Technology components Foundations

Materials Blades

• GFRP

• All other blade materials

Foundations

• Concrete

EOL options for blades Mechanical recycling (coarse and fine grinding)

to composite raw material

• Coarse grinding to clinker substitute

• Landfilling

We focus the geographic scope of this analysis on the U.S.
state of Texas. In 2019, installations in Texas comprised 28% of
total on-shore wind capacity installed in the United States (Wind
Powers America Third Quarter 2020 Market Report: Public
Version, 2020). Also, Texas is the site of one of two operating
GFRP mechanical recycling plants in the United States. Located
in Sweetwater, Texas, and owned by Global Fiberglass Solutions
(Englund, 2020), this plant began operating in 2019 and can
process 6,000–7,000 wind turbine blades annually (Gignac, 2020).
Texas was also, in 2017, one of the top cement-producing and
cement-consuming states in the United States, and it had more
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cement plants and cement production capacity than any other
U.S. state (Curry et al., 2020). Texas therefore has a large source
of EOL wind turbine blades, substantial and continuing demand
for new turbines and turbine components, and the means to deal
with EOL blades other than by landfilling.

For this case study, we examine wind turbines installed from
2000 to 2050 using historical wind turbine installation data for
2000–2019 available from U.S. Wind Turbine Database (Hoen
et al., 2018), and wind turbine capacity expansion projections in
Texas for 2020–2050 developed for the 2019 Standard Scenarios
analysis of possible futures of the U.S. electricity sector (Cole
et al., 2019). Capacity expansion projections are used to estimate
the number of new turbines installed each year using average
turbine capacities in Texas for 2013–2020 (Hoen et al., 2018),
projected linearly out to 2050. For comparison, our projected
capacity for a 2030 turbine is 4.75 MW, which falls between
NREL’s 2020 Annual Technology Baseline 2030 land-based wind
turbine capacities for its conservative (4.0 MW) and moderate
(5.5 MW) scenarios (2020 Annual Technology Baseline, 2020).

The materials included in this analysis are the:

1. GFRP and other materials used in wind turbine blades
2. Concrete and its component materials used in wind

turbine foundations.

Because mechanical recycling can process whole blades,
separation of the different blade materials is unnecessary in this
case study.

Blade lifetime is modeled using random draws from the
following Weibull distribution:

f (x) =
c

λ

(

x− lmin

λ

)c−1

e
−

(

x−lmin
λ

)c

(1)

In Equation (1), the scale parameter λ is equal to 10 years, the
shape parameter c is equal to 2.2, and the location parameter lmin

is equal to 10 years (Cooperman et al., 2021).Wind turbine blades
enter EOL processing at a time determined by the beginning of
their use phase, which is defined in the capacity expansion input
data, and by the Weibull-distributed lifetime values.

EOL processing for wind turbine blades begins with rotor
teardown, the costs for which are estimated following (Eberle
et al., 2019). The cost of removing a single blade is assumed to be
one-third the cost of rotor teardown, and this cost is calculated
on a per-metric-ton basis using blade mass, which increases over
time as blade designs evolve (Cooperman et al., 2021). Following
rotor teardown, blades undergo one of two options for size
reduction before being transported: blades can be either cut into
segments of 30m or coarsely ground using a mobile version of
the same grinding equipment used at the GFRP recycling plant
(Cooperman et al., 2021). Segmenting the blades is less expensive
($28/metric ton) but incurs higher transportation costs ($0.30–
0.80/metric ton-km, depending on blade segment mass). Coarse
grinding on-site is more expensive ($92–121/metric ton) but
lowers the transportation cost significantly ($0.08/metric ton-
km; Coughlin et al., 2020; Cooperman et al., 2021). Because we
assume turbine foundations are kept in place at EOL rather than

being removed and replaced, we do not consider EOL options for
turbine foundations.

To simplify the regional factors in our case study, we assume
one representative location per scenario for all wind power
plants, where wind turbine blades reach EOL, and we calculate
average distances from these locations as shown in Table 3. The
representative wind plant location for the moderate or default
distance case is calculated as the average latitude and longitude
of all wind turbines installed in Texas as of spring 2020. This
results in an average transportation distance for EOL blades in
Texas. The GFRP recycling facility is located in Sweetwater, Texas
(Fiberglass Recycling Global Fiberglass Solutions, 2020), which
is ∼51 km from the representative wind power plant location
and ∼2 km from the municipal landfill in Sweetwater, where any
recyclate losses are assumed to be taken. Turbine blades being
landfilled are assumed to be taken to one of the three closest
landfills to the wind power plant location; one of these landfills
is the same Sweetwater landfill where recyclate losses are taken.
The transportation distance from the wind power plant to the
landfill is calculated as the average distance to these three closest
landfills, which is 69 km. The GFRP recyclate sent for cement
co-processing is assumed to be taken to the closest cement
facility to the recycling facility, which is the Grupo Cementos
de Chihuahua cement plant in Odessa, Texas, which is 217 km
from the recycling facility and 204 km from the wind power
plant location (Portland Cement Association, 2015). The facility
locations and default distances used in the analysis are given in
Table 3; default distances are also shown in Figure 4.

To explore the impacts of transportation costs on EOL
pathway choice, we selected two additional representative wind
power plant locations: one that corresponds to the installed wind
turbine nearest the GFRP recycling plant in Sweetwater which
results in a minimum transportation distance estimate, and one
that corresponds to the furthest wind turbine from Sweetwater
but within Texas, which results in a maximum transportation
distance estimate. The distances from these additional wind
power plant locations to the recycling plant and cement plant
are given in Table 4. Because landfills are well-distributed across
Texas (Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, 2019),
the same landfill transportation distance is used throughout the
analysis. No additional locations are explored for either the
recycling plant or the cement plant.

Once the blade material leaves the wind power plant, it
travels either to the cement plant for coprocessing or to the
recycling facility to be ground into raw material. Costs per
metric ton for coarse grinding (the same coarse grinding cost
is used for facility grinding and for on-site grinding), fine
grinding, and revenue from raw material are obtained from
Coughlin et al. (2020). Blade material sold from clinker is
assumed to sell for the same price as the material it would
displace (Cotrell et al., 2014). Because the uncertainty in these
values is relatively high, we explore sensitivity of the supply
chain circularity transition to three scenarios of technology cost
assumptions: high costs and low revenues (High Costs, or HC),
moderate costs and revenues (Moderate Costs, or MC), and
low costs and high revenues (Low Costs, or LC). Within these
scenarios, high costs and revenues refer to the maximum of
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TABLE 3 | Summary of facility locations and distances used in this analysis.

Facility Location Default distances

Wind power plant (−100.377, 31.988) 51 km from recycling facility

204 km from cement plant

69 km on average from landfill

GFRP recycling plant Sweetwater, TX 51 km from wind power plant

217 km from cement plant

2 km from landfill for recyclate losses

Landfills for EOL turbine blades (Texas

Commission on Environmental Quality, 2019)

Nolan County, TX

Scurry County, TX

Mitchell County, TX

69 km on average from wind power plant

(Nolan: 53 km, Scurry: 87 km, Mitchell: 66 km)

Landfill for GFRP recyclate losses (Texas

Commission on Environmental Quality, 2019)

Nolan County, TX 2 km from recycling plant

Cement plant Odessa, TX 217 km from recycling plant

204 km from wind power plant

5 km from nearest landfill

TABLE 4 | Default, short, and long transportation distances used to explore the impacts of transportation costs on EOL pathway choices.

Wind power plant

location

Distance to

recycling plant

(km)

Distance to

cement plant

(km)

Default (moderate distances) (−100.377, 31.988) 51 204

Short distances (−100.519, 32.464) 9 187

Long distances (−97.336, 26.109) 765 803

TABLE 5 | Grinding costs and recycling revenues, rounded to the nearest dollar per metric ton, under three technology cost scenarios (Coughlin et al., 2020).

HC (high costs, low revenue) MC (moderate costs and revenue) LC (low costs, high revenue)

Coarse grinding (USD/metric ton) $121 $106 $92

Fine grinding (USD/metric ton) $165 $143 $121

Revenue from clinker sales (USD/metric ton) $10 $10 $10

Revenue from raw material sales (USD/metric ton) $242 $273 $303

Blades that are recycled to clinker go through only coarse grinding; blades that are recycled to raw material go through both coarse and fine grinding.

USD, U.S. dollars.

the ranges given in Coughlin et al. (2020), moderate costs and
revenues refer to the midpoint of the ranges, and low costs
and revenues refer to the minimum of the ranges. The two
grinding costs are then adjusted further to account for industrial
learning, as discussed below. The process costs at the start of
the model run, before industrial learning begins, and revenues
(which do not change with industrial learning) are listed in
Table 5.

Grinding costs are reduced over time based on the cumulative
blade mass processed using an industrial learning model
(Klenow, 1998). Previous studies looking at cost reductions
over time through industrial learning have found learning rates
of ∼20% (Anzanello and Fogliatto, 2011), although the exact
rate varies significantly by industry (Tsuchiya and Kobayashi,
2004; Weber and Snowden-Swan, 2019). Because no technology-
specific information on past costs is available, we choose a
conservative 5% learning rate, which corresponds to a decrease in
processing costs of 5% every time cumulative production (in this
case, the cumulative blade mass processed) doubles. The newness

of the GFRP mechanical recycling technology means cumulative
production doubling happens very quickly once blade recycling
begins, potentially leading to substantial cost decreases even
with a conservative learning rate assumption. Industrial learning
cost reductions are seen for both the recycling to clinker and
recycling to raw material pathways when either is implemented,
because of the coarse grinding process that is used in
both pathways.

Blades that are not recycled, and materials that are lost from
the grinding processes, are landfilled. Landfill tipping fees in
this case study are based on a 2019 analysis of landfill tipping
fees in the South-Central region of the United States, which
includes Texas (Kantner and Staley, 2020). We created a tipping
fee model based on the reported annual fee increase of 3.4% and
fees for 2016–2019:

Landfill tipping fee = 3× 10−29e0.0344t (2)
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FIGURE 5 | Diagram of the foreground LCI processes for epoxy, glass fiber, and glass fiber reinforced polymer manufacturing. Process data was obtained from

(GREET Vehicle-Cycle Model, 2019). Material and energy inputs in the beige boxes are connected to the background LCI database for calculation of complete

cradle-to-grave environmental impacts.

In Equation (2), t is the model year. This tipping fee model
yields a fee of $43.69 per metric ton in 2019, which is just under
the reported fee of $45.11 per metric ton for the South-Central
region, which consists of the U.S. states of Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, and Texas.We do not consider additional or irregular
increases in tipping fees such as those that might result from
policy changes being implemented, landfills reaching capacity
and closing, or additional fees being imposed on turbine blades
to discourage landfilling. Landfill tipping fees do not benefit from
industrial learning and so do not decrease over time or with
additional landfilling.

One hundred year global warming potential (GWP) is
calculated over time for the EOL supply chain and its
life cycle using the TRACI 2.1 methodology (Ryberg et al.,
2014). The processes modeled within the foreground LCI
are epoxy production, glass fiber production, wind turbine
blade production, cement and concrete production, coarse
and fine grinding (of wind turbine blades), and landfilling.
Supplementary Table 1 lists the U.S. LCI processes linked
directly to the supply chain inputs within the foreground LCI.

To quantify the electricity used by the coarse grinding and
fine grinding processes, we use experimental electricity use values
from Shuaib and Mativenga (2016). However, it is important to
note that the size of the equipment used in the cited experiment
is likely much smaller than the equipment used in the Global
Fiberglass Solutions plant, and so the electricity consumption
per metric ton of blade material processed may be lower than
determined by the cited experiment (Shuaib and Mativenga,
2016).

A diagram of the epoxy, glass fiber, and wind turbine blade
manufacturing processes is shown in Figure 5. Data for these
foreground processes was obtained from the Greenhouse gases,
Regulated Emissions, and Energy use in Technologies Vehicle-
Cycle model (GREET Vehicle-Cycle Model, 2019). Figure 6

shows a similar diagram for cement and concrete production,
which was modeled as one combined process with data taken
from the analogous processes in the U.S. LCI. When GFRP
is recycled to clinker for cement co-processing, it replaces
a portion of the coal and sand and gravel inputs to the
cement production (Nagle et al., 2020). This results in lower
process-level CO2 emissions for cement production and a small
reduction in life cycle impacts due to decreased use of coal
(Coughlin et al., 2020).

RESULTS

Within the technology cost assumption scenarios, we explore
three sets of transportation distances and two options for on-
site blade size reduction for a total of 18 scenarios listed in
Supplementary Table 2. In this section, we present detailed
results for the three technology cost scenarios with on-site blade
grinding and short transportation distances. Additional results
may be found in the Supplementary Material.

Figure 7 summarizes pathway costs and use over time for
the three cost scenarios with on-site blade grinding and short
transportation distances. Recycling to clinker is implemented in
the HC scenario, and recycling to raw material is implemented
in the other two scenarios. Because recycling to raw material
involves material losses (Coughlin et al., 2020), some blade
material (30% of blademass processed) is still landfilled when this
type of recycling is implemented. No information is available on
material losses in the recycling to clinker pathway, and a 0% loss
rate is assumed.

In all three scenarios in Figure 7, the EOL blade mass being
processed peaks around 2035 before declining and then rising
again. This pattern arises from the rate at which wind turbines
are installed in Texas, which increases sharply from 2010 to 2020
before leveling off and decreasing.
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FIGURE 6 | Diagram of the foreground LCI process for cement and concrete production. Separate sets of process data for cement production and concrete

production were combined into one process, to allow for the dynamic re-calculation of the coal and sand and gravel process inputs as they are displaced by EOL

turbine blades. This displacement only occurred when the recycle to clinker pathway was implemented within the supply chain. Material and energy inputs in the beige

boxes are connected to the background LCI database for calculation of complete cradle-to-grave environmental impacts.

The cost trajectories in Figure 7 increase overall until 2040
and then decline. This pattern is due to the way blade removal
costs are calculated: by dividing one-third of the rotor teardown
cost by blade mass. Around 2040, the rate at which blade mass
increases over time itself increases, causing blade removal costs
per metric ton to decrease (although removal costs per blade
continue to increase). Because blade removal costs are a large
fraction of total pathway costs, this decline is reflected in the
overall cost trajectory.

Cumulative GWP for EOL processes and activities is shown
for the same three scenarios (HC, MC, and LC, with on-site
blade grinding and short transportation distances) in Figure 8,
alongside inflow and outflow circularity metrics (Circular
Transition Indicators V1.0 -Metrics for Business, 2020). Figure 8
also shows cumulative GWP, with impacts included from both
end-of-life processes and manufacturing.

The outflow circularity metric in Figure 8 quantifies the EOL
blade material kept in circulation (i.e., out of landfill) as a
percentage of the total amount of EOL blade material; a fully
linear system, in which all material leaves circulation at EOL,
would have an outflow circularity of zero. The outflow and
inflow circularity metrics in Figure 8 are calculated from the total
amount of materials over the entire model run. For example,
the 98% outflow can be interpreted as 98% of all EOL blade
materials being kept in circulation from 2000 to 2050. The
inflow circularity metric quantifies the EOL blade material used
to manufacture new wind turbines as a percentage of the total
amount of raw materials used in EOL wind turbine blades and
foundations, and similarly, a fully linear system that consumes
solely virgin raw materials would have an inflow circularity
of zero.

Both recycling to clinker and recycling to raw material result
in a nonzero outflow circularity. Because recycling to clinker is
assumed to involve no material losses, it leads to a higher outflow
circularity than recycling to raw material, in which 30% of EOL
blade material processed is sent to landfill. Recycling to raw
material does not produce a material that can be reused in new
wind turbines, leading to an inflow circularity of zero. Recycling
blades to clinker displaces a small amount of raw material used
in turbine foundations and thus results in a nonzero but still very
small (<1%) inflow circularity.

Figures 8, 9 emphasize that although the EOL pathway
implemented affects EOL impacts, the overall effect on impacts
including the manufacturing stage remains small regardless of
EOL pathway. Under the HC scenario—with the highest EOL
impacts of the three scenarios in Figure 8—EOL activities add
only 7.1% additional GWP onto the impacts of manufacturing.
The contributions of EOL activities were less in the other
scenarios, with 2.5% additional GWP under both the MC and
LC scenarios.

The circularity metrics shown in Figure 8 are calculated
from cumulative blade masses. Figure 10 shows the circularity
metrics calculated for every year of the model run, based on
how EOL blades are processed within each year. The HC
scenario (top row of graphs in Figure 10) involved recycling to
clinker, which results in a change from 0% outflow circularity to
100% and a change from 0% inflow circularity to 0.06% when
recycling to clinker is implemented. The other two scenarios
involve recycling to raw material, which does not affect the
inflow circularity but increases the outflow circularity to 70%,
which reflects the 30% material losses incurred during the fine
grinding process.
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FIGURE 7 | Summary of pathway costs (left, USD/metric ton) and pathway use (right, metric ton/year) across the three EOL technology cost assumptions. Results

shown here are for on-site blade grinding and short transportation distances.

DISCUSSION

All model scenarios follow approximately the same path toward
circularity. End-of-life processing costs change (increase) over
time, causing pathway costs to increase at different rates. The
landfilling pathway cost increasesmore quickly than the recycling
pathways due to the influence of increasing landfill tipping fees.
Eventually, critical points are reached at which one or both
recycling pathways, which rely less heavily or not at all on
landfilling, become less expensive than landfilling entire blades.
At that point, EOL blades begin to be recycled instead of
landfilled. This leads to reductions in the recycling process cost

through learning-by-doing; however, these cost reductions are
overwhelmed by the much greater costs of removing the blades,
doing on-site size reduction, and transporting materials between
supply chain facilities.

Blade recycling is implemented in all but three scenarios,
generally as soon as the GFRP recycling plant comes online
in 2019, but in one case not until 2022. The model scenarios
combining the HC cost assumptions (high recycling process
costs and low revenue) with moderate or long transportation
distances do not allow the supply chain to transition toward
circularity. Both recycling pathways are implemented under
different scenarios, with the HC cost assumptions (high recycling
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FIGURE 8 | Cumulative global warming potential (GWP) for end-of-life processes and related activities, with cumulative circularity metrics for inflow and outflow

materials shown at right. GWP from landfilling (red bars) are too small relative to the other contributions to be visible.

costs, low revenues) favoring recycling to clinker over recycling
to raw material, and recycling to raw material being the preferred
pathway elsewhere. The prevalence of the recycling to raw
material pathway is due to the substantially larger revenue stream
available from that pathway than from recycling to clinker
($242–303 revenue per metric ton for raw material vs. $10
revenue per metric ton for clinker). There is no possibility
of displacing clinker used in cement for turbine foundations
when the recycling to clinker pathway is not implemented, and
so global warming potential (GWP) changes that include this
displacement could be calculated only under three scenarios.

GWP is significantly higher under the HC scenario, in which
recycling to clinker is implemented, than it is under the other two
scenarios in which recycling to rawmaterial is implemented. This
is due to the longer distances involved in recycling to clinker: the
cement plant in Odessa is further from each wind power plant
location considered than the GFRP recycling facility, and ground
blades must be transported there and back again to be reused
in turbine foundations. The recycling to raw material process,
considered by itself, is more energy intensive than the recycling
to clinker process, because of the increased electricity needed
to finely grind the blade material. Additionally, implementing
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FIGURE 9 | Cumulative GWP for end-of-life processes as well as

manufacturing. This figure is included to emphasize the minor contributions to

overall GWP made by the end-of-life processes and activities.

either of the coarse or fine grinding steps within the supply
chain increases GWP relative to a supply chain that segments and
landfills blades, due once again to increased electricity demand.
While overall the GWP attributed to the grinding steps was
much less than that of other supply chain steps, there exists a
trade-off that between circularity and environmental impacts for
this supply chain.

The low impacts of the recycling processes, compared to
transportation, are due partly to the types of recycling processes

considered. Both recycling to clinker and recycling to raw
material involve a grinding process, which uses electricity and
does not require any other significant material or energy inputs.
Recycling and other processes with more intensive material and
energy input requirements (e.g., pyrolysis or chemical recycling)
would further increase the impacts from EOL blade processing
(Karuppannan Gopalraj and Kärki, 2020).

Limitations of the Analysis
A limitation of this analysis is the decision process used to
determine what happens to EOL blades. As each blade reaches
its EOL, it is processed according to the lowest-cost pathway;
once a pathway becomes preferred, all EOL blades are processed
according to that pathway. Moreover, the industrial learning-
by-doing cost models fractionally reduce the pathway cost each
time a blade is processed, such that a pathway that becomes the
lowest-cost pathway tends to remain the lowest-cost pathway.
The exception is the landfilling pathway, which increases in cost
over time from increases in tipping fees and does not benefit from
industrial learning. This produces the mostly static circularity
metrics seen in Figure 10. With the inclusion of additional
spatial data in CELAVI (discussed further in the next section),
the circularity metrics would change more dynamically over
time as different EOL decisions are made for different power
plant locations.

Next Steps
The CELAVI modeling framework remains under development,
with two key areas still to be incorporated or improved upon:
spatial information and decision models. For the case study
presented here, all wind turbines were assumed to originate
from one of several representative wind plant locations in
Texas. As a result, the transportation distances and costs were
the same for every blade in a given scenario. Moreover, exact
routes were not calculated between supply chain locations.
Future CELAVI development will include a routing model
that combines latitude and longitude data for supply chain
locations with local road data to find the minimum-distance
transportation route between supply chain locations (Zhan,
1997) and calculate precise transportation distances and costs.
The inclusion of precise supply chain locations will also allow
for the calculation of spatially explicit environmental impacts
and changes in economic activity, which could inform where
additional circularity-enabling technology capacity might be
needed by a supply chain transitioning toward circularity.

Future CELAVI development will also include a more
complex stakeholder decision model, which controls how
circularity-enabling technologies and pathways are chosen over
linear alternatives. Processing costs and potential revenue
streams certainly factor into decisions about implementing and
using circularity-enabling technologies, but they are unlikely to
be the sole determinant, particular as such technologies become
more widely deployed. Environmental impacts and logistical
constraints (other than those reflected in transportation, storage,
and other costs) are two additional sets of criteria that will be
factored into circularity decisions. Logistical constraints may also
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FIGURE 10 | Inflow and outflow circularity metrics for the three technology costs scenarios, with on-site blade grinding and moderate transportation distances. The

inflow circularity is non-zero under the HC scenario but is still <1%.

include incentives or obstacles created by regional governmental
policies, such as a ban on landfilling certain types of waste.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we discussed requirements for modeling circularity
transitions and their associated externalities and described the
first version of the Circular Economy Lifecycle Assessment
and Visualization (CELAVI) framework. We applied CELAVI
to analyze options for keeping wind turbine blades and their
materials out of landfills, and we explored the results from
this case study. We found that based on current recycling

technology and landfilling costs, and trends in those costs over
time, mechanical recycling of turbine blades to a raw material
for use in other sectors is a feasible option and can keep more
than 50% of turbine blade material out of landfills at end of
life. To process the blades at EOL and deliver the recycled raw
material or clinker to the next user, the recycling pathways
required additional transportation and electricity consumption
over what was required by the linear turbine blade supply
chain. These additional impacts resulted in a 2.5–7.1% increase
in GWP over the impacts already incurred by wind turbine
manufacturing and upstream processes, with much of the
additional GWP being due to transportation required for the
recycling pathways.
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